
 

 

CHAPTER 3 

Location Estimation Concept 

 

Figure 3-1: Location Estimation Flow 

Figure 3-1 displays the location estimation flow in online estimating phase. We collect signal 

strengths in real time using mobile terminal, and put them into location estimation models. 

Our models are operated with database (radio map) which is constructed in offline training 

phase. Then estimate user location and output it. The following of this chapter depicts the 

main ideas of this thesis. Section 3.1 explains Segment Process, which is a novel notion used 

to improve location estimation. The use of samples correlation is introduced in section 3.2. 

Samples correlation is also applied to enhance the system performance. And the concept how 

we aim to reduce calibration effort is given in section 3.3 and 3.4. 



3.1 Segment Process 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Segment Process 

 

Due to the random nature of the wireless medium, wireless channel signal strengths are 

changeful and the sequence of signal samples can be viewed as random variables. Even 

immovable calibrating, the signal strengths still pulse up and down. Inconstant signal 

strengths on one position make estimating location difficult and inaccurate. Most research 

adopts mean value to solve this problem, but we think it’s insufficient due to the inaccurate 

location estimation results. Using one mean value to stand for one position’s wireless 

channel information is not enough. We present a Segment Process to make some 

improvement as shown in figure 3-2.  

Assume one training process gains 100 signal strengths and takes 1 second, we divide up 

these 100 signal strengths into 10 parts, each has 10 signal strengths. Then calculate mean 

and variance of each part and store them into radio map to substitute for original data. Now 

we acquire 10 slices of mean and variance, and have more information to estimate location. 

We call the divide procedure as Segment Process. Not only in offline training phase we do 

Segment Process, but in online estimating phase we execute it. In offline phase, data in radio 

map will be divided into m parts; and in online phase system calculate result for each small 

part and multiply them for final location estimation result, as shown in figure 3-3. 

  



 

Figure 3-3: Segment Process 2 

 

3.2 Using Samples Correlation in Our System 

 

Samples correlation of consecutive signals from spectacular AP is called autocorrelation. We 

present to investigate autocorrelation of signals to improve the accuracy in the system. 

Section 3.1 explains the Segment Process. The basic operation in Segment Process is to 

divide each part equally. In this section we attempt to slice dynamically by realizing 

autocorrelation.  

First, we establish a threshold for autocorrelation. Second, calculate the autocorrelation 

value of consecutive signals dynamically. Third, once the value is less than the threshold, we 

slice one segment. Table 3-1 shows the algorithm used to compute the value of 

autocorrelation. Input a sequence of consecutive signal samples and a set of autocorr[] will 

be output. Values in autocorr[] are autocorrelations of every element with first element in the 

set. 



According to figure 1-10, the autocorrelation is 1 when there is only one signal because 

the correlation between one signal and itself is 1. Once the numbers of signals become 2, the 

autocorrelation is 0.9. We have made some experiments to find out the best threshold for 

autocorrelation. The answer is 0.5. Therefore, we dynamically slice one segment when 

autocorrelation of consecutive signal samples is less than 0.5. 

 

Table 3-1: Auto_Correlation Function 

Alg. 1 autocorr[] = Auto_Correlation( N , S ) 
Input: 
    N :  Number of input samples 
    S :  Signal strengths vector input(S = S[1],S[2],...,S[N]) 

 
Ouput: 
    The autocorrelation vector autocorr[N] for input signal    
     strength vector S. 

     
 1: nFFT  ←  2^(nextpow2(N) + 1) 
 2: F  ←  fft(mean-value(S) , nFFT) 
 3: F  ←  F * conj(F) 
 4: autocorr  ←  ifft(F) 
 5: autocorr  ←  autocorr / autocorr[1] 
 6: autocorr  ←  real(autocorr) 

 

3.3 Reducing Calibration Grid Points 

 

A lot of proposed research show high accuracy of location estimation. But they are all 

unpractical due to high manual effort. We are incapable to train radio map for all buildings 

with high manual effort. Construct a location system that only requires little offline training 



effort is significant. These kinds of methods are called reducing calibration effort. Recent 

research which achieves high accuracy within 1 meter error distance calibrates data on all 

grid points. In our model we calibrate on one grid point in small room and within three 

points in bigger one, and then interpolate all the other grid points. Interpolation model will 

be described it in section 4.3. Figure 3-4 illustrates how we decrease the numbers of 

calibration grid points. Figure 3-4(a) trains data on all grid points (circles), and most 

proposed location systems do. Our system reduces the large part of calibration grid points as 

shown in figure 3-4(b); three circles in (b) are the only points we train data and all the other 

X points are un-calibrated. 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Reducing Calibration Grid Points. (a) Trains data on all grid points (o), (b) trains 

data only on three circle points, and all other X points are un-calibrated. 

 

3.4 Reducing Calibration Time 

 

Reducing calibration time is one of the methods to decrease manual effort. In recent years, 

most research with high accuracy calibrate large amount of data on fixed location. It 



normally requires tens or even hundreds of samples to stabilize signal strength distributions. 

With constant calibration frequency, the ratio between calibration samples and time is linear. 

Therefore, reducing calibration time to half of the origin means that 50% of samples can be 

collected. Our experiments shows that amount of calibration samples can be reduced to 50% 

and the accuracy could be maintained above 95%. As a consequence, decreasing calibration 

time descends the manual effort and makes the system more practical. 

 


